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Waste Hierarchy - Suggested Discussion Points
What do you think ‘avoid’ means?
Suggested answer: ‘Avoid’ means to not do something in order to cut the waste you will produce. 
A simple example of this is to not accept a plastic shopping bag from the shop assistant when you 
have bought only one small item. Another example is to not use aluminium foil to roast potatoes 
in their jackets in the oven.

What do you think ‘reduce’ means?
Suggested answer: ’Reduce’ means buying and using things more carefully so that you produce 
less waste overall. For example, if you buy one large box of cereal instead of two small ones, that 
means you will have less cardboard packaging overall. Packing the right amount of food for your 
school lunch means that you will have less uneaten food to throw away after lunch.

What do you think ‘reuse’ means?
Suggested answer: ‘Reuse’ means to use more than once for the same or a different purpose. For 
example, a student might use a Ziploc bag for some biscuits for lunch and then wash the bag and 
use it over and over again to hold different sorts of snacks.

What do you think ‘repair’ means?
Suggested answer: Can you fix it before throwing it away? For example, if the straps on that  
recycled plastic shopping bag from the supermarket have come loose, can you sew them back on? 
Maybe the broken toy can be fixed instead of just being thrown away. 

What do you think ‘recycle’ means?
Suggested answer: ‘Recycle’ refers to the process of making something new from something that 
has been thrown away. The new product can be the same as the old one or something quite  
different. For example, a sheet of photocopy paper could be made into another sheet of  
photocopy paper (same) or it could be made into a cardboard box (different). With some  
materials (e.g. glass, metals and plastic), heat is used in the recycling process, bringing about a 
change of state from solid to liquid and back to solid again.

What do you think ‘dispose’ means?
Suggested answer: ‘Dispose’ means putting something in the rubbish/landfill bin should be the 
last resort. It’s unavoidable but if you can think carefully about the things you’re putting in the 
bin and assess whether you can reuse, repair or recycle first, you could be helping prevent more 
waste from ending up in landfills.


